
Here at SP, we offer a broad range of heads for all machine types, brands, models, and harvesting operations – from 
first thinning through final felling to bio harvesting of biofuel and eucalyptus debarking. Thanks to our knowledge and 
extensive experience, we know what it takes to make your harvesting operations as efficient and profitable as possible, 
regardless of which machine you use or what working conditions you face. All our harvester heads are designed in 
line with our low friction concept, with over forty years of experience and development resulting in high-performance 
heads that stand out due to their unique combination of maximized productivity, optimized fuel consumption, minimal 
maintenance costs, and accurate measuring.

If you are currently using a head from another manufacturer but want to increase your efficiency and profitability, 
transitioning to a head from SP is easy. Our harvester heads can be used with virtually all control and measuring sys-
tems on the market, which means that there is no need to learn or invest in a new computer system when choosing a 
head from SP. As a result, unlike many other brands on the market, an SP head installation requires no conversion of the 
existing control system or additional electronics.

Regardless of base machine type or brand, we are experts at installing heads and adapting the installations to maximize 
your head’s functionality and capacity. Do you have a wheeled or a tracked harvester? Or an excavator?  Is it a Rottne, 
John Deere, Komatsu, Eco Log, Ponsse, Volvo, Caterpillar, or Sany? Or some other brand? Regardless of which it is, SP has 
a head that is perfect for you. Moreover, when choosing a head from SP, we always offer a free analysis to see how you 
can maximize your profitability based on your specific conditions and harvesting operations. 
 

Our knowledge 
is your strength

Heads for all machine types and measuring systems


